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Abstract
Communication and cultivation accounts of responsibility (CC accounts) argue that blaming
has an important communicative and agency-cultivating function when addressed at someone
we consider to be deserving of blame. On these accounts, responsible agents are agents who
can understand negative reactive attitudes and are (generally) sensitive to their moral-agency
cultivating function. In this paper I examine our reproachful engagements with agents whose
moral agency is underdeveloped or compromised. I discuss how these engagements compare
to blaming on CC accounts and argue reproachful engagements can have an important
communicative and agency-cultivating pointe. I then go on to propose an addition to CC-
accounts that explains how underdeveloped and compromised agents can be held responsible.
I will show how this addition resolves ambiguities in accounts from McKenna, Vargas and
McGeer. I conclude the paper by anticipating an objection CC accounts could raise: that
reproach and blame are co-extensive.
Keywords Responsibility .Moral agency . Cultivation . Scaffolding . Communication . Reactive
attitudes . Children .Mental disorder
Our emotional engagements with compromised or underdeveloped agents are a central but
under-theorized aspect of our interpersonal practices. Children and service users in mental
health care are at times –temporarily or permanently- insufficiently able to comply with moral
norms, and their carers then do not consider them blameworthy for transgressing them.
Nonetheless their behaviour may give rise to negative emotions and experts consider it at
times appropriate to reproach the service user or child (Brandenburg, unpublished). But in
philosophy it is commonly assumed that negative reactive attitudes are inappropriate and best
suspended if their addressee lacked ability to comply with moral norms (McKenna 2012;
Vargas 2013; Wallace 1996). This paper aims to resolve this apparent tension between practice
and philosophical theory.
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In the First section of this paper I discuss how prominent Strawsonians like McKenna,
Vargas, and McGeer respond to the blame-sceptic by claiming that blaming sentiments are
justified if their addressee deserves it, because -in those cases- these sentiments successfully
communicate moral censure to the addressee and (in a way that is derived from this commu-
nication) tend to cultivate moral agency in the addressee. Within this tradition, above threshold
reason-responsiveness is the paradigm agency condition for being a deserving target of
blaming sentiments. From now on I refer to those accounts that justify practices of deserved
blaming on the basis of their communicative and (derived) moral agency cultivating purpose,
as CC accounts.
I then move on to discuss how, in their focus on blame, CC accounts leave important parts
of our moral practices unaddressed. This may explain the confusing and implausible sugges-
tions about our engagement with underdeveloped or compromised individuals. In Second
section I discuss reproach as a class of critical moral address and analyse how individuals
whose reason-responsiveness is compromised or underdeveloped can be responsive to such
address. In the Third section I analyse why and how some compromised and underdeveloped
agents can be appropriately reproached without being deserving of blame.
I propose CC accounts include these individuals as persons who can, in some relevant, way
be held responsible, and illustrate how this would resolve ambiguities in the accounts of
McKenna, Vargas and McGeer respectively.
The Fourth section anticipates an objection to my proposal. On certain CC accounts one
could argue that appropriate reproach and deserved blame are to be considered co-extensive. I
argue this response would be problematic because it facilitates misrecognition of agency,
complicates philosophical debate, and undermines a theory’s critical potential.
1 Communication and Cultivation; a Response to the Blame-Sceptic
Since Strawson wrote ‘Freedom and resentment’, philosophers have pondered over the
normative criteria for the appropriate experience and expression of blame towards a person
(Strawson 2008). Strawsonians typically consider indignation or resentment to be the proto-
typical forms of blame. They ask under what conditions this blame is deserved by the target of
these sentiments i.e. under what conditions the target is blameworthy. One of the main agreed
upon criteria for being a deserving target of negative reactive attitudes is that the addressee did
something that is morally objectionable.
Behaving in a morally objectionable manner is, however, not sufficient for being a
deserving target of other people’s blaming attitudes. There are further conditions that
then need to be met for negative reactive attitudes to be a deserved response to a
person(Smith 2007; Coates and Tognazzini 2013; Todd 2012). One of the main further
conditions for being a deserving target of someone’s resentment or indignation is what
one may call the agency condition. The addressed person should have certain psycho-
logical abilities in order to be a deserving target of reproachful attitudes. Strawson writes
about how we are invited to repudiate and withdraw our blaming sentiments when
someone’s abilities to comply with moral norms and expectations are underdeveloped
or compromised (Strawson 2008, pp. 9–10).
Following Strawson, philosophers have taken up the challenge to identify the specific
agential abilities that are necessary for being a deserving target of blaming sentiments. Most
agree that a good account of the abilities that are required involves at least above-threshold
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responsiveness to moral reasons; only when a sufficiently reason-responsive agent fails to take
into account moral considerations can this agent then be said to express the ill will or display
the moral disregard that renders the person deserving of felt and expressed resentment or
indignation. But if someone’s reasons-responsiveness was underdeveloped or compromised,
feeling and expressing blame towards the person would not be a deserved response (Fischer
and Ravizza 1998; McGeer and Pettit 2015; McKenna 2012; Vargas 2013; Wallace 1996).
Reasons-responsiveness involves two types of abilities: the epistemic ability to
recognize and weigh moral considerations and the volitional ability to guide one’s
actions in the light of these moral considerations. An agent is sufficiently responsive
to reasons when she responds to these reasons in a range of relevantly similar
circumstances. It is often unclear how large this range should be and which circum-
stances count as relevantly similar. I take it that the threshold range of relevantly
similar circumstances is meant to single out a level of autonomy that allows us to
say the person is already able to respond to the moral reasons that were disregarded,
and of whom we may therefore expect more good will and regard. The person then
need not go through any further development, training or therapy in order to be able to
respond to the moral reasons that were disregarded in the type of circumstance in
which they were disregarded. That an agent has this ability is suggested by the agent’s
responsiveness to these reasons in a range of relevantly similar circumstances.
But the sceptically inclined may still ask why above threshold responsiveness provides us
with the level of competence required for deserved blame. In order to respond to the sceptic,
further justifications need to be given to support the claim that expressing indignation or anger
to someone who can – in a range of relevantly similar circumstances – do otherwise, can be
deserved.
One powerful response to the sceptic is that these emotional exchanges of resentment and
indignation are a form of moral address that –through communication- tends to cultivate
reasons-responsiveness. They communicate that the person did something morally objection-
able and tend to sustain and enhance the addressee’s ability to discern these moral consider-
ations and to act in the light of them i.e. they elicit uptake (Macnamara 2015). On these
accounts, deserving targets of blaming sentiments are said to be generally understanding of
what these emotions convey and expressing these emotions is said to render the addressee
more able to discern and be motivated by these considerations in the future. These observa-
tions are taken to be broadly consistent with central evolutionary and naturalist accounts of the
development and function of moral anger in psychology and cognitive science (Keltner and
Haidt 2003; Lewis et al. 2010; McGeer 2011; Nichols 2007; Vargas 2013).
For those philosophers, a reactive attitude is an apt move in a conversation if it is directed at
a person who can understand and respond to reactive attitudes as a form of moral address.
Throughout this paper I will use the word appropriate to refer to this communicative aptness. It
is generally assumed that individuals who have above threshold reason-responsiveness can
typically also understand and respond to blame as a form of address, which is to say that if
blame is deserved it is also appropriate.
Together, the value of communication and cultivation are purported to explain to the sceptic
why felt and expressed blaming attitudes -to a competent agent- can be deserved: when they
track an agent who is deserving of them, they communicate and tend to cultivate. According to
some philosophers appropriate address of a person who expressed ill will or moral disregard,
in itself provides the required further justification for why some people deserve blame
(McKenna 2012). For cultivation theorists like Vargas and McGeer, the moral agency-
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cultivating outcome of appropriate address is the focal point of justification for deserved blame
(McGeer 2014; McGeer and Pettit 2015; Vargas 2013).
2 Attending to Reproachful Engagements with Underdeveloped
or Compromised Agents
In their response to the sceptic, the above accounts primarily focus on blame. These accounts
thereby leave other relevant types of critical moral address under-analysed. Less charitably,
other forms of critical moral address, on these accounts, are not only left unaddressed but also
seem to be misrepresented. Strawsonians often seem to suggest that (sincere) critical and
emotionally engaged forms of moral address are neither natural or desirable responses when an
addressee lacks above threshold reason-responsiveness (e.g. Shoemaker 2007; Strawson 2008;
Wallace 1996; Watson 1993). In reality the conduct of underdeveloped or compromised agents
does affect us, and we do at times have critical moral conversations with them as a result of
being negatively affected by their conduct. In this paper I argue such interactions can be
appropriate and discuss how we should conceive of such reproachful engagements on CC
accounts.
The sort of reproachful engagements I have in mind are in important ways akin to the
types of blaming that are central to CC accounts. In this section I provide an account of
reproachful attitudes that is similar to, but does not completely overlap with (what are
typically considered to be) blaming attitudes. I then discuss how compromised or
underdeveloped agents can be sensitive to the morally communicative function of such
reproachful attitudes and therefore would be appropriately reproached even though they
would not deserve to be blamed.
A reproachful attitude is an affective response to someone’s behaviour that exists in an
appraisal of this behaviour as norm-transgressive, and a bodily readiness to in some way
challenge the agent, or interfere with the agent (Keltner and Haidt 2003; Lewis et al. 2010;
Nichols 2007). Reproachful sentiments are thus tied to the (perceived) transgression of an
interpersonal norm. They also typically manifest that we care about this norm.
Reproachful attitudes may be expressed by something as slight as a frown, a raised eyebrow
or a serious stare. They may also be subtly couched in a surprised response or a question tinged
with disapproval. Our expressions of reproach in response to other people’s behaviour are
incredibly multifarious, and people are typically quite sensitive to the variety of facial, verbal
and bodily expressions of reproach. But it should be noted that reproach, as I understand it,
constitutes critical address, engages the addressee, and calls for some sort of response from the
addressee.
Obvious as this may seem, it is important to point this out because it distinguishes
reproachful attitudes from so called ‘attributability responses’ (Shoemaker 2015). An
attributability response does not necessarily serve to engage and address the person who
elicited this response. These responses only concern an attribution of fault or of certain
undesirable traits to the person. Such responses only morally evaluate a person, but they do
not call for a response from the person who is evaluated. Typical examples of attributability
responses are contempt, disdain or revulsion. I set such responses aside and only focus on
emotional responses to a person that are associated with critical address and engagement.
These responses do more than just critically evaluate the person; they also aim to address and
engage the person.
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In this sense, reproachful attitudes are especially similar to blaming attitudes on CC
accounts. Vargas for example writes that blame Bis very much like a marking of morally
salient considerations. It doesn’t work by unfettered manipulation of behaviour disconnected
from any invitation to reflect on the involved moral considerations (Vargas 2013, p. 202).’
McKenna writes that blame, among other things, communicates our moral expectations and
disapproval to the addressee (McKenna 2012, Chapter 7). These observations would also
apply to reproachful attitudes more broadly. They are a response to morally objectionable
conduct that communicates the relevance of certain moral considerations to their addressee and
invites the addressee to reflect on what is morally acceptable and what not. Just like blame on
CC accounts, a reproachful attitude is an affective response which, when expressed, commu-
nicates the relevance of some moral norm and invites the addressee to reflect on her conduct
(e.g. McKenna 2012, Chapter 7; Vargas 2013, Chapter 8).
But reproachful attitudes are not identical to blaming attitudes. Blaming attitudes are a
particular subcategory of the larger class of reproachful attitudes. The message of reproach,
broadly conceived, can carry a wide range of contents.1 The communicative message of
reproach, among other things, may convey that you did something that is unfair, disrespectful,
or in another way morally objectionable within a given community.2 It aims to convey some
type of disapproval to the person in response to her not complying with some interpersonal
norms, standards or expectations that you have. It is in this regard that reproach, broadly
conceived, is different from (most understandings of) blaming sentiments. Reproach can
convey to the person that she acted objectionably without expressing that the person is
deserving of blame and without attributing blameworthiness to the person. Contrary to blame,
reproach does not necessarily also convey that we consider the addressee’s conduct to be an
expression of ill will or moral disregard which requires above threshold reason-
responsiveness.3
Some philosophers would probably object here that they do mean for the class of blaming
attitudes to be co-extensive with reproachful attitudes. This seems counter-intuitive and
inconsistent with most philosophical accounts of blame, but that need not be a problem if
these philosophers mean to revise our understandings of blame. I will pay special attention to
this objection at the end of the paper. For now I will set it aside and assume that there are forms
of reproach that do not qualify as blaming.
In what follows I ask if and how compromised or underdeveloped moral agents can be
sensitive to the communicative and moral agency cultivating function of these forms of
reproach that are not blame. I will argue that they can be susceptible in at least two different
ways. I first discuss how their responsiveness to a moral reason may be enabled by reproachful
address and then consider how their responsiveness to moral reasons can be developed by
reproachful address.
1 Note also how other feelings, like sadness or laughter, may at times convey reproach and even blame.
2 An angry response need not even havemoral content. When one gets angry at a dog this probably only conveys
a threat or command like: ‘comply or I’ll punish you!’ Thanks to Shaun Nichols for this suggestion.
3 According to a number of philosophers, blaming sentiments like resentment typically involve feeling personally
aggrieved, threatened in one’s standing or relationship (e.g. Hieronymi 2004; McKenna 2012, Chapter 3; Shabo
2012; Smith 2013; Wallace 1996). In comparison a reproachful attitude can also be more akin to frustration,
annoyance or disapproval. If, for example, someone else pushes you when standing on a train platform during
rush hour you may have an acute and local reproachful response to the person who pushed you(e.g. Deigh 2011).
This reproachful response may then, for example, be maintained or reinforced if you realise that the person
pushed you on purpose, and turn into a feeling of resentment.
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The examples of interpersonal reproach one reads about in the literature often concern a
response to wrongful or morally untoward actions that have already taken place. In reality we
also often respond reproachfully at the time that an action is taking place. I take it that
intervening reproachful responses can render the addressee responsive to a moral consideration
that one would not otherwise recognize or be moved by. To illustrate, consider what happens in
the following scene from a Louis Theroux documentary on people with severe brain damage.
Among the persons with brain damage who are followed in this documentary is a man called
Earl. At one point, Louis is talking to Earl’s mum when Earl suddenly comes bursting in and is
verbally abusive to her. His mum starts crying, and tells Louis this abuse happens all the time.
Louis looks at Earl and asks him if he has just been playing FIFA and lost. Earl confirms that
he has. Louis then asks, ‘You are taking this out on your mum, aren’t you?’ Earl doesn’t
respond. Louis adds: ‘I think you should apologize to your mum.’ Earl asks, ‘Why? She
doesn’t care.’ Louis then looks demonstratively at his mum (who is crying). Earl also looks at
his mum, and then walks over, apologizes, and gives her a big hug (Pickup and Theroux
2016).
Earl is probably not sufficiently responsive to his mum’s feelings in a range of relevantly
similar circumstances. His mental capacities are severely impaired and he has been generally
more abusive since his brain injury. It is likely that he fails to grasp what he is doing to people
by behaving in this way when he does. This is also suggested by his remark that his mum
‘doesn’t care’, even though she is crying right in front of him. Hence, recognizing the feelings
and concerns of others as things that have bearing on how he should act doesn’t seem to be
something that Earl can be expected to do under circumstances like these. It is also hard for
him to regulate his crankiness and to control for his impulse to take this out on others. His
actions are better explained by an inability to notice and respond to certain moral consider-
ations in these sorts of circumstances.
However, Louis responds reproachfully when he sees Earl acting in an abusive manner and
gives expression to his disapproval when he addresses Earl. When we witness this interaction
on the screen, we can tell that Louis is negatively affected by Earl’s conduct and subtly
expresses these feelings to him when calling him out. On my optimistic interpretation of this
case, Earl then becomes appropriately responsive to his mum’s distress because Louis has
made this distress salient to him as a relevant moral consideration under the circumstances.
Louis’ reproach enabled Earl to respond to his mum’s distress as a reason for providing her
comfort and apology. Without it, Earl would not have been responsive to this moral consid-
eration in this specific situation, nor in relevantly similar circumstances where third party
reproach is absent. This reproach, in Earl’s case, may also be unlikely to lead to the
development of an independent ability to respond to these moral considerations in a range
relevantly similar circumstances, but it enabled Earl’s responsiveness to moral considerations
right there and then.
One may of course refuse to go along with my optimism here. Maybe Earl is not touched by
his mum’s suffering at all, and only responds to Louis’ reproachful sentiments because he
wants Louis to like him, or feels threatened by him, or maybe his response is due to some other
non-moral motivation.4 But even if this is what happens on this specific occasion, the
possibility that someone’s responsiveness to a moral consideration is at times enabled by an
expression of reproachful sentiments is extremely likely. Think of all those typical situations in
4 The distinction between moral and non-moral motivations may not be as robust as suggested here: moral and
non-moral motivations may overlap and be linked to one another in intricate ways (e.g. Schwitzgebel 2017).
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which someone is (temporarily or permanently) unresponsive to the harm she is doing to
others, but becomes responsive to it upon being reproached.
Some people, for example, have serious difficulty participating in meetings and presenta-
tions because they are not sensitive to the social dynamics of who may talk when and for how
long. They respond to the speaker whenever an objection occurs to them and take up too much
time in Q&A sessions. The sort of moral considerations we generally think one should be
motivated by in these types of contexts are possibly simply not detected, rather than
disregarded, by the person. The fact that other people respond reproachfully to this behaviour
can, however, enable responsiveness to the entitlement of others to speak and ask questions as
well.
Such enabling forms of reproach are common. In schools and clinics, cooperative
activities often need to be regulated by caregivers because the participants are not
always sufficiently independently responsive to the needs and concerns of other people.
Some children in school will continually try to get the attention of the teacher when the
teacher is trying to explain something to another child, or a patient in a psychiatric
ward may tend to become verbally abusive whenever he feels powerless or fearful.
These people may under these circumstances be oblivious to the impact that their
behaviour has on the feelings and concerns of others. Regulating this behaviour often
involves some expression of felt reproach that triggers responsiveness to the moral
concerns at stake.
Reproachful sentiments are also likely to be a form of feedback that fosters the development
of moral responsiveness. To see how, imagine a four-year-old and his dad travelling by train.
The child is very excited and points out everything he sees to his dad. In his excitement he gets
louder and louder until he is basically screaming about everything he sees, and he repeatedly
pushes against his dad’s shoulder to gain his attention. The dad addresses his child reproach-
fully: ‘Shh, quiet down! Look around you. Other people are working or reading and you are
bothering them!’ In response to this, the child looks at his dad with his eyes wide open and
steals some glances around him. For the next 15 min he only whispers excitedly about
everything he sees. After that, of course, he gets louder and louder again as he is – for the
first time in his life – approaching some big impressive station full of trains and people and
dogs and other exciting things.
The parent in our example is affected by the child’s behaviour. The child is, after all,
screaming very loudly, which is bothersome to him and to others, and the repeated pushing is a
cue for anger too. Of course these things do not always arouse a parent’s anger, but on some
occasions they do and this is one of them. The dad then expresses these feelings by pointing
out to his son that he shouldn’t behave that way. His anger is conveyed to the child in his facial
expression and in the tone of his voice.
At the age of four, the child is probably not yet able to recognize and respond to the moral
considerations at stake. He is not yet sufficiently able to independently grasp and be moved by
the relevant needs and concerns of others when travelling by public transport. The child does
not yet have the habits or resources for control that adults have at their disposal, especially not
when his enthusiasm takes over. Hence, the screaming child does not meet the two conditions
for reasons-responsiveness.
But babies and young children do have sensitivities and inclinations that are the rudiments
of or – depending on one’s definition – precursors of the responsiveness to moral reasons
(Gopnik 2009; Sagi and Hoffman 1976; Smetana 1989; Zahn-Waxler et al. 1992). Some of
these seem to emerge without any relevant exposure to social feedback; infants already tend to
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sooth someone in pain and the differentiation between harming and helping emerges quickly
(Bloom 2012).
But social feedback is central to the further development of moral responsiveness to
different types of reasons across a variety of situations. This is for example the case where it
concerns sensitivities that are informed by complex cultural and technological backgrounds
and contexts that complicate the instinctive grasping of the moral import of one’s behaviour
(like the moral importance of being quiet on a train, saying ‘thank you’ to the local baker, or
refraining from taking sweets and shiny toys from a store). The child cannot yet independently
recognize how certain considerations have moral relevance in certain types of circumstances
and a parent or carer has to help them in making these connections(e.g. Nichols et al. 2016).
Now, of course, not all forms of social feedback concern the feeling and expression of
reproachful attitudes. It is not very helpful for a child’s moral development to always respond
reproachfully to any socio-moral transgression. The literature on moral development suggests
that parents should ideally employ a variety of ‘disciplining strategies’ that are catered to the
specific child, context and type of behaviour (Grusec and Goodnow 1994; Killen et al. 2005).
Reproachful attitudes have a place in this variety of strategies and interactions. Research
suggests that a mother’s tendency to respond reproachfully in response to anti-social facts
successfully fosters moral development (Grusec et al. 1982). It is also suggested that the
affective character of a corrective response helps to motivate a child to respond to the reasons
that parents give them and helps to stress the moral importance that parents attach to certain
standards (Clarke-Stewart 1973; Grusec and Goodnow 1994; Hoffman 1983; Killen et al.
2005). Children – in some sense – pick up on what reproach-expressions convey, and this
understanding feeds into the development of their moral responsiveness.
Hence, though the screaming child in the train lacks above-threshold responsiveness to
moral considerations under these circumstances, the child is (either in a non-moral or mini-
mally moral sense) responsive to his dad’s emotions. If parents get angry, this – at the very
least – conveys to a child that something is not OK, and if they praise the child this signals that
their behaviour is OK. The child’s emotional responsiveness already, then, renders the
expression of parents’ reproachful attitudes appropriate because it is a successful form of
address and cultivation. As time proceeds, the child will be increasingly able to reflectively
connect these expressions to moral values and standards.
The different ways in which parents express and communicate their reproachful attitudes
reflect the different developmental stages. For very young children, these communicated
feelings and responses are usually purely affective and directive in character, whereas these
feelings are accompanied by instructions and explanations as soon as the child is old enough to
be receptive to those. When older children have developed a reasonable level of reflective
awareness of moral standards, a parent’s response to transgressions tends to be affectively
reproachful in character without being accompanied by instructions and explanations (Killen
et al. 2005, chapter 9). Note that the child’s awareness in these situations is probably still not
sufficient for above-threshold reasons-responsiveness and blameworthiness on all accounts.
Nevertheless, all of these felt and expressed responses to socio-moral transgressions can be
evaluated as appropriate in the light of what they convey and the moral development that they
foster.
Average adults can also fall below the threshold responsiveness in a range of certain types
of circumstances. There are, for example, a number of arguments in the literature in favour of
responsibility-relevant impairments of volitional control over implicit attitudes (Antony 2016;
Brandenburg 2016; Huebner 2016; Levy 2016). And people’s abilities to recognize moral
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considerations may also be compromised in certain types of circumstances. Calhoun, for
example, discusses how many people non-culpably fail to recognize that their behaviour is
in some sense sexually or racially oppressive when they live in a society that is guided by
norms and standards that foster this oppression. She also argues that one can nevertheless be
justified in using reproach as a tool for social change in that context (Calhoun 1989). McKenna
agrees with her but notes that, though justified, these attitudes would not be fitting as ‘moral
address’ to the agent, given the agent’s inabilities to recognize forms of oppression (McKenna
2017). But this form of address may still be appropriate in so far as it communicates that their
behaviour is sexually or racially oppressive, and potentially scaffolds or develops the person’s
responsiveness to racial or sexual oppression even if the person is not deserving of blame, i.e.
despite a below threshold ability to respond to moral considerations one may still be receptive
to reproachful attitudes and therefore appropriately be addressed by them. If, say, a married
woman in the 1960s angrily confronted her husband with the injustices he was unwittingly
subjecting her to, this form of address may enable or develop his responsiveness to these
concerns. His sensitivity to what her feelings convey to him would then render him –in the
communicative sense of the word- an appropriate addressee of reproach, but he is not thereby
also a deserving candidate of blame.
3 An Addition to CC Accounts
If the skills for responding to moral considerations and responding to blame are pluralistic in
character and come in degrees, it is plausible to assume that many of those who fall below the
threshold for reason-responsiveness may be in possession of some preliminary aspects of these
skills and/or have these skills to some degree. This assumption finds further credence when we
look at our actual interactions with underdeveloped and compromised agents, and observe
what they can do.
The agents discussed in the last section clearly have some agential abilities. They are
responsive to a moral message that reproach (broadly conceived) conveys. And because this
reproach conveys the salience of a moral consideration, the agents are also responsive to a
moral consideration when reproached. But it seems wrong to say of them that they are already
sufficiently able to respond to these moral considerations by themselves. They lack the type
and level of agency required for blameworthiness for their conduct. Without reproach as a
form of enablement and development of this responsiveness, these agents are hardly ever
attuned to such reasons under relevantly similar circumstances (where this does not include
those circumstances in which one’s responsiveness is enabled by another person’s reproach). I
propose CC accounts add an agency criterion to their theories that would –all other things
being equal- suffice for being an appropriate addressee of forms of reproach that are not blame.
On the picture I propose, above threshold reason-responsiveness still is a necessary agency
condition for being a deserving addressee of blame. But in addition to this, the minimally
required agency condition for being an appropriate addressee of reproach more broadly
conceived is responsiveness to reproach. This condition does not refer to abilities to abide
by moral norms, but specifically refers to abilities to understand and respond to moral
conversation. An agent is already responsive to reproach when her responsiveness to a moral
consideration can be enabled or developed through communication of reproachful attitudes.
Compared with the above threshold reasons-responsiveness requirement, the condition of
reproach-responsiveness is met if:
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Being addressed by reproachful attitudes a) renders the moral reasons one did not
respond to (more) salient to the person now or in the future and b) may motivate the
person to respond to this reason now or in the future.
If communication and cultivation models are right, then above threshold reason-
responsive agents are typically also responsive to reproach. But responsiveness to
reproach in itself falls below the threshold of responsiveness to reasons required for
blameworthiness. The agents discussed in Section 3 are, for example, only responsive to
reproach and not (or not yet) independently sensitive to the moral considerations that this
reproach renders salient. They are appropriate addressees of reproach, but not deserving
targets of blame.
I relatedly propose that there is then an important way in which reproach-responsive agents
are responsible, and may be held responsible for morally objectionable behaviour. They may
be held responsible in so far as they may be called out on this behaviour and may be called
upon to do better now or in the future. They are responsible in so far as they are capable of
minimal moral communication and sensitive to the moral agency-cultivation of reproach. This
forward-looking sense in which these agents are responsible and can be held responsible,
renders them in a relevant way participants in our moral practices and appropriate subjects for
moral address (Brandenburg 2017 vs. Pickard and Ward 2013). Below I will discuss how
reproach-responsiveness clarifies and supplements the theories of respectively Michael Mc-
Kenna, Victoria McGeer and Manuel Vargas.
McKenna, in agreement with Watson, says that one of the crucial abilities that an exempted
agent lacks and a responsible agent has is ‘a capacity to be addressed through the morally
reactive attitudes and their attendant practices.’(McKenna 2012, Chapter 4) On his account an
exempted agent is ill equipped to understand what is communicated through the manifestation
of blaming attitudes.
But young children and cognitively compromised agents can often be addressed through
expressions of reproachful attitudes. The reproachful expressions in the above-discussed
scenarios are, for example, communicatively felicitous. And these agents may even be able
to understand (parts of) the message of the deeper forms of reproach that we characterize as
resentment and indignation (despite the fact that they are not deserving of those responses).
Does this then mean that these agents are not exempted from responsibility on McKenna’s
account? Because they can in an important way participate in a moral conversation -they can
understand and respond to other people’s reproach- it seems they are not suitable candidates
for McKenna’s interpretation of Strawsonian exemption.
But they are not fully responsible agents on McKenna’s account either because they do not
meet the agency criterion for being a deserving target of blaming sentiments. The criterion for
blameworthiness, on his account, is that a person knows her action is wrong, and performs it
freely (McKenna 2012, Chapter 4). But how could an agent not be exempted, but not be
responsible either? McKenna’s account is unclear when it comes to the question of how we are
to conceive of agents that are reproach responsive but not (above threshold) reason-responsive.
By allowing for my supplement McKenna could include a class of agents for whom
reproach could be a communicatively appropriate form of moral address. Reproach-
responsive agents can in a relevant way participate in responsibility practices because these
agents can understand and respond to reproach. He could also still maintain that these agents
are not always appropriate and deserving addressees of the particularly strong forms of
reproach that qualify as blame.
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McKenna could explain this because the message of blame is different from the message of
milder forms of reproach. Blame conveys –among other things- that we attribute to you a type
of ill will or disregard for others that requires above threshold reason responsiveness. This
would only be warranted if the person meets the required threshold. When an addressee is
reproach responsive only, milder forms of reproach would be the warranted and communica-
tively felicitous manner of address.
Reproach-responsiveness is also a relevant addition to Vargas’ agency-cultivation model.
Vargas paints ‘a picture of desert on which responsible agents deserve reactions to their
blameworthy actions because such reactions help aid agents in their self-governance in light
of moral considerations (Vargas 2013, Chapter 8).’ According to Vargas, in the ordinary case,
blaming ‘tends to push the target’s attention to considerations that others perceive as morally
salient. In this way, blame connects agents with psychologies like ours to moral considerations
(Vargas 2013, Chapter 8).’
Please note how similar this description is to the effect that reproachful attitudes tend to
have on a reproach-responsive addressee. By reproaching a reproach-responsive addressee,
one also pushes the addressees attention to considerations that others perceive as morally
salient and this address typically has a derived agency-cultivating function too. In this regard
appropriate reproach only differs from deserved blaming in so far as it develops or enables
rather than maintains or enhances the addressee’s agency.
But when it comes to the ways in which we can appropriately make moral considerations
salient to non-culpable agents who fall below the threshold for reason-responsiveness, Vargas
is silent. He only provides a brief and slightly puzzling description of our responsibility
attributions to children. He claims that children below the reasons-responsiveness threshold
are typically subject to feigned responsibility attributions (Vargas 2013, Chapter chapter 7,
section 8). I don’t think our interactions with children or compromised agents are typically
‘feigned’ interactions. Surely when we reproach children, this reproach is not always heartfelt.
The naughty behaviour of a little child at times makes us laugh rather than feel reproachful. In
such cases we may nonetheless pretend to feel reproachful. But there are also times when we
really do feel reproachful towards children and express these feelings to them.
What is it then that Vargas is getting at when he says our responsibility attributions to
children are generally ‘feigned’? My suspicion is that Vargas would describe the reproach of a
child as a feigned responsibility attribution because he assumes this is a form of holding
someone responsible and also assumes that all forms of holding responsible are blame
attributions. We rarely believe that young children are sufficiently reasons-responsive to be
deserving of blame for what they did. What is in fact feigned according to him is, then, not so
much the emotional expression but rather the blameworthiness attribution.
He hereby overlooks the possibility that we can genuinely reproach someone without also
blaming the person. An attribution of blameworthiness and above-threshold reasons-respon-
siveness is not necessarily implied in expressing reproachful attitudes to someone. The child
thereby is responsible in some of Vargas’s sense of the word, because the child is sensitive to
the cultivation function of reproachful attitudes. This sense of ‘responsibility’ renders the child
an appropriate target of these attitudes. This theory would therefore benefit from including
reproach-responsiveness as a type of agency that suffices for some forms of holding respon-
sible i.e. that suffices for forms of genuine reproach that do not amount to blame.
Also on McGeer’s cultivation-model it is not immediately clear how we are to think of
children or compromised agents who are responsive to reproach but are not independently able
to respond to moral reasons. According to McGeer, ‘reactive emotions are those emotions we
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think it appropriate to feel only towards Bresponsible agents^’(McGeer 2011). On her account
these reactive emotions encompass the class of reproachful attitudes broadly conceived. But
elsewhere, McGeer and Pettit write that on the normative theory they propose, ‘the features
that explain failure without counting as excuses are just those factors—those glitches and
chances—that are susceptible, according to our injunctive assumptions, to the regulatory
effects of our holding one another responsible’ (McGeer and Pettit 2015, p. 29). Hence, if
one is without excuse one is an appropriate addressee of blame because culpability goes hand-
in-hand with a susceptibility to the capacitating function of resentment and indignation. In
contrast, exempting factors imply that a person is not susceptible to the moral-agency-
cultivating effects of the reproachful attitudes.
The problem on this account, it seems to me, is not that we cannot account for reproach-
responsive agents but that we cannot account for the difference between reproach-responsive
agents only and agents who meet the threshold for reason-responsiveness. A distinction
between reproach-responsiveness and above threshold reasons-responsiveness can help this
theory because it marks and explains the different types of responsibility responses that we can
find in our practices. We would reproach a young child who behaves objectionably and is
reproach responsive, but we would only blame a friend or colleague who can already respond
to the reasons that she disregarded.
4 Anticipating an Objection
The at times interchangeable use of the terms ‘blame’ and ‘moral address’ on CC accounts
may suggest to the reader that the class of reproach and the class of blame are to be considered
co-extensive on these accounts. I have so far assumed that this is not the case and that the
concept of reproach and reproach-responsiveness would be a useful addition to these theories.
For most accounts this seems plausible given their descriptions of blame as referring to
specifically resentment or indignation and being accompanied by attributions of ill will or
disregard for moral reasons. But certain functional accounts of responsibility may suggest that
we change what we mean by blaming sentiments so as to include any type of moral reproach.
McGeer especially at times suggests that blame is co-extensive with reproach. On her
account, reactive attitudes refer to a broad range of affective disapprovals we may experience
in response to perceived norm-transgressions (McGeer 2013, p. 171). In a later paper she
discusses how being genuinely deserving of blame on her account means that you are the sort
of agent who is due the respect of being seen as a participant who is sensitive to the scaffolding
function of reactive attitudes (McGeer 2018). Reproach-responsive agents are due this respect
too, so it seems that on her account these agent’s would be deserving of blame. Maybe other
theorists would opt for a similar response to my proposed addition.5
My argument has shown that if one were to equate reproach and blame, one would also
have to lower the agency criterion for being an appropriate addressee of blame. Reproach
responsiveness suffices for being sensitive to the communicative and cultivating function of
reproach broadly conceived. But I advise against this move for three reasons. I think the
5 Miranda Fricker, for example, seems to subscribe to a broad notion of blame when she equates paradigmatic
blame with any type of moral correction that achieves shared moral understanding through communication
(Fricker 2016). Maureen Sie may also have a broad category of blaming sentiments in mind when she suggests
we do and should express resentment towards young children (Sie 2018).
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distinction between appropriate reproach and deserved blame usefully refers to different types
of evaluations of an agent that can be found in our normative practices, facilitates philosoph-
ical debate about these practices, and allows for criticism of these practices. Below I elaborate
on these three reasons for maintaining the distinction.
McGeer writes about the sort of capacities that are tracked by blaming attitudes:
It is certainly part of our message that we expect, and indeed, demand, that individuals
show one another an appropriate degree of moral regard. But given that our reactive
attitudes are sensitive to judgments that we make about whether or not someone is a
fitting recipient of these attitudes, the fact that we express them effectively communi-
cates a good deal more. It says to the recipients that we don’t despair of them as moral
agents; that we don’t view them ‘objectively’ – i.e., as individuals to be managed or
treated or somehow worked around; indeed, that we hold them accountable to an ideal of
moral agency because we think them capable of living up to that ideal (McGeer 2011, p.
306).
I think her diagnosis of what an expression of reproach conveys to someone is roughly correct
here. When we reproach someone, we implicitly convey that we take someone to be able to
live up to some sort of expectation or norm. But the specific type of ability to live up to our
expectations that we are conveying when we reproach someone matters quite a lot. Conveying
or implying that someone ‘is already able to do otherwise’, is decisively different from
conveying that someone can come to live up to moral norms or expectations (Brandenburg
2017). Even though both messages may engage and capacitate the addressee, the first serves to
sustain or enhance moral agency whereas the second is a form of enabling or developing moral
agency. In both cases we do not ‘despair’ of someone as a moral participant, but deserved
blame is traditionally only associated with the first form of address.
Minimally reproach-responsive agents would be miscategorised by such an account. The
recognition that is internal to addressing these agents through reproach is recognition of the
person as someone who minimally understands and is responsive to your reproachful response.
This response evaluates the other as someone who cares about and is responsive to how what
she did affected us. But when we take someone to be deserving of blame, we evaluate the other
person as someone who is already able to live up to a moral norm but who has been
disregardful of this norm. One reason to distinguish between reproach and blame is to account
for these different evaluations of the person, which can accompany or be embedded in a
reproachful response.
Please note that this is consistent with the observation that, in our practices, it is not always
clear which one of the two one is engaging in. People may waver between reproach and full on
blame, or they may be unsure about how they exactly think of the addressee. The conceptual
distinction between appropriate reproach and deserved blame in fact helps us to voice such
indecisiveness or doubt.
Another reason to distinguish between blame and reproach is for clarity of philosophical
debate. Stressing the distinction brings into sharp relief what the disagreement between blame-
sceptics and CC accounts is actually about. Blame sceptics like Pereboom or Milam claim that
-on their typical definitions- blaming attitudes such as resentment or indignation should ideally
be abolished because they are harsh and hostile and no person in our world has what it takes to
be a deserving target of such attitudes (Milam 2017; Pereboom 2009). But the fact that no one
is a deserving target of blame does not also mean that it is never in any other way appropriate
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to address someone by means of reproach. The sort of abilities that would suffice for mild and
appropriate forms of reproach differ from the degree of freedom that the sceptics consider to be
required for deserved blame (See for example Pereboom 2014).
So, in response to the sceptic CC accounts have to argue that there is something
valuable about deserved blame where this refers to the narrow and strong understanding
of blaming attitudes, and not just any type of reproach. If a CC account does not
distinguish between appropriate reproach and deserved blame it is unclear whether the
narrow and strong notion of blaming attitudes is in fact defended on this account. For
example, on McGeer’s account it is unclear whether moral communication and cultivation
are essential to the stronger blaming attitudes, or may just as well be secured by milder
forms of reproach. If strong blaming attitudes are not essential for establishing moral
communication and moral agency cultivation, McGeer has not in fact deflected the blame
sceptic.
A third reason for distinguishing between appropriate reproach and deserved blame
becomes apparent now: if one doesn’t distinguish between appropriate reproach and deserved
blame, one loses critical potential. On occasions it may be important to criticise someone for
unduly blaming a person without thereby denying that this person may be appropriately
reproached. If bystanders leave someone wounded in the streets, or if people continue to
administer electric shocks to someone when a man in a white coat tells them to do so,
expressing reproach as a witness may be an apt form of address communicating the moral
import of these transgressions and facilitating moral uptake. But if it is true that these people
were not already able to respond to the relevant moral reasons under a range of relevantly
similar situations, this should give us pause when it comes feeling indignant and blaming them
for what they did.
On other occasions it may be important to criticise someone for withdrawing and repudi-
ating her reproachful responses towards someone based on inabilities that do not in fact justify
such a withdrawal of engagement. If the person towards whom reproach is felt would care to
know about and be responsive to these feelings, one may have reason to express these feelings
despite the person’s inability to independently already recognize and respond to a moral
reason. The distinction between appropriate reproach and deserved blame allows us to voice
these criticisms.
5 Conclusion
In this paper I have proposed an addition to CC accounts. CC accounts respond to the blame-
sceptic by arguing that blame is a form of address that tends to cultivate moral understanding
and, as a result of that, moral agency in their addressee. By focusing on blame these accounts
leave other interesting aspects of our moral practices unattended. I pointed out that reproach
more broadly conceived has a very similar role. Reproachful attitudes are akin to blaming
sentiments and they may successfully communicate with- and cultivate the agency of-
underdeveloped or compromised agents.
I discussed how adding the criterion of reproach-responsiveness to CC accounts as an
agency-criterion sufficient for reproach (more broadly conceived) usefully supplements and
clarifies these accounts. It allows these theories to account for a class of agents who fall below
the threshold of reason-responsiveness required for blame, but can still participate in our moral
practices and conversations in relevant ways.
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A revisionary CC account could object that reproachful attitudes equate to blaming
attitudes. I argued this objection would be problematic because the distinction between
appropriate reproach and deserved blame usefully refers to different types of moral evaluations
in our practices, clarifies philosophical debate, and gives a theory critical potential.
I therefore suggest that CC accounts incorporate a class of agents who are insufficiently
competent to be deserving of blame but sufficiently competent to be appropriate addressees of
reproach and, in some relevant ways, participants in our responsibility practices.
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